Here we make a comment on their paper that the impossibility proofs given by the authors can be generalized to larger set of operations called 'General Impossible operations '. Here we also show that Hadamard gate which can be regarded as an extension of flipping of a quantum state, is an impossible operation from the two principles with the help of more simple entangled state than that considered in the In this letter we make a comment that 'General Impossible operations' (described by the operation which will act on an unknown state and blank state at the input port to produce the original state along with a function of the original state at the output port ) is not feasible in the quantum world from two basic principles: No-signalling principle and Thermo-dynamical law of Entanglement. Further we make a comment on [2] that
one can not design a Hadamard gate, which can be regarded as a probable extension of 'no-flipping' theorem as a consequence of these principles. Here we take into consideration of more simplified entangled state , than the entangled state taken in [2] .
Suppose there is a singlet state consisting of two particles shared by two distant parties Alice and Bob. The state is given by,
where {|ψ , |ψ } are mutually orthogonal spin states or in other words they are mutually orthogonal polarizations in case of photon particles. Here in the singlet state shared by Alice and Bob , Alice is in possession of the first particle and Bob is in possession of the second particle. Alice can measure in any one of the two basis namely {|0 , |1 } and {|ψ , |ψ }, but measurement outcome of Bob will remain invariant under arbitrary Let us consider a situation where Bob is in possession of a hypothetical machine whose action is defined by the transformations,
where {|Σ } is the ancilla state attached by Bob . These set of transformations was first introduced by Pati in [1] After the application of the transformation defined in (2-5) by Bob on his particle, the singlet state takes the form
Now Alice can measure her particle in two different basis. If Alice measure her particle in {|0 , |1 }, then the reduced density matrix describing Bob's subsystem is given by,
On the other hand if Alice measures her particle in the basis {|ψ , |ψ } then the state described by the reduced density matrix in the Bob's side is given by,
Since the statistical mixture in (7) and (8) If Alice and Bob share an entangled state of the form
If Bob does a physical operation better known as 'General Impossible operations' on his qubit, it can be easily seen that, the reduced density matrix describing Alice's subsystem before and after the stated physical operation will be different. These reduced density matrices before and after operations are given by,
and
respectively. The largest eigenvalues corresponding to these density matrices are given by, λ = Similarly we will show that it is impossible to construct a Hadamard gate which can be treated as an obvious extension of no-flipping theorem for an unknown qubit from the stated principles. This can be done by taking more simple entangled state than that had been given in [2].
Let us now consider an entangled state shared between two distant parties of the form
By the similar argument we can say that after the application of Hadamard gate given by,
on Bob's qubit changes the reduced density matrix describing Alice's subsystem. The density matrices are given by,
and respectively, where [2] I. Chattopadhyay.et.al.Phys. Lett. A, 351, 384-387 (2006) 
